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OPENING SHOT
The first gravel WRC rally of the year... Rally Mexico is
spectacular!
Picture: Citroën Racing

GILMOUR READIES FOR 2014 IN SUZUKI
Emma Gilmour has confirmed that she will
be back behind the wheel of her Suzuki
Swift Maxi rally car for the 2014 New
Zealand National Rally Championship
(NZRC), with the experienced Australian
Ben Atkinson as her co-driver for the sixround series.
Words: H&H / Picture: Alan Dove.
After treating 2013 as a development
year for her hSwift, Gilmour states her aim
for the season ahead is to press for victory.
“Last year we were certainly on a
steep learning curve with a brand-new homebuilt car, but by the end of the season we had
started to find the right combination of speed
and reliability,” she said. “Further development
work and testing over the summer has taken
the car to the point at which I am confident it
will be good enough to compete for outright
honours.”
Gilmour’s
2014
national
rally
programme comprises the following events:
• Rally of Whangarei: 11 - 13 Apr
• Rally of Otago: 10 - 11 May
• Canterbury Rally: 01 - 02 Jun
• Rally Wairarapa: 28 Jun
• Rally New Zealand: 23 Aug
• Daybreaker Rally: 27 Sep

KORHONEN SETS FOR ERC IN 2014
The 2013 British Rally Championship-winning Finn Jukka Korhonen
is aiming to contest five rounds of the FIA ERC 2WD Championship
in 2014. He explains why, talks about his friendship with ERC star
Esapekka Lappi and reveals how he used to drive trucks to earn a
living.
Words: H&H / Picture: Jakob Ebrey Photography/BRC/Pirelli
Q: Why did you pick the ERC for 2014?
JK: “We were thinking what the next step would be after winning the British
championship. The ERC looked the best option for us because there are
some really great events and we also wanted to do more rallies on Tarmac
because I have been driving mainly on snow and gravel in my career.”
Q: Esapekka Lappi is another Finn flying high in the ERC. Do you
know him and have you been following what he’s been up to in the
European championship?
JK: “I know him quite well. Two years ago we were part of the same AKK
Finnish federation driving academy. We were part of the same school so it
will be good to do the same rallies as him. He’s definitely a very talented
driver.”
Q: How do you keep busy when you’re not driving rally cars?
JK: “Rallying takes up a lot of my time because I am working to find the
sponsors myself. Of course I do some work to bring food into my home.
Four years ago I used to drive trucks but I stopped this when my rallying
career started.”

PIRELLI ADDS MORE GRIP FOR BRC YOUNGSTERS
The MSA British Rally Championship’s Pirelli Star Driver scheme, which has
previously helped up-and-coming talent such as Elfyn Evans reach the top
of world rallying, is set to boost the careers of even more young drivers
from next year onwards.
Words: H&H / Picture: Jakob Ebrey Photography/BRC/Pirelli.
In a change to the previous on-event selection process, the 2014 Pirelli
Star Driver nominations will be awarded to each of the BRC’s five category champions
at the end of the season.
The five winners will then present their future competition programmes,
plans and ambitions at an assessment day, vying for a share of the Pirelli Star Driver
support fund. The prizes will take the form of funding assistance as well as product
support and other career opportunities, tailored to each individual winner.
The change in format gives opportunity to more than just one individual
and does not limit the winners’ prizes to just the British Rally Championship. In
addition, training and development events are planned for those of last year’s
finalists still contesting the BRC in 2014.
Matthew Corby, Pirelli’s motorsport manager: “We’re delighted to be

able to extend the Pirelli Star Driver prize to more young drivers from 2015. We felt
that the current prize, instrumental in providing Elfyn Evans with a lift up the ladder
to the WRC, needed to evolve with the needs of the sport, and we wanted to provide
yet more opportunities.
“We will continue to work closely with the current championship
promoter, providing support and reward to talented drivers at every level of the
series. With five young drivers benefitting from Pirelli backing next year, British
rallying receives a further boost.”
The reigning British Rally Champion, Jukka Korhonen, is another
former Pirelli Star Driver to have shown his international prowess, winning the
hotly-contested WRC3 section on the Wales Rally GB last year to underline Pirelli’s
emphasis on the future of the sport.
British Rally Championship manager, Mark Taylor: “Pirelli is a significant
championship partner, with substantial investment in the Star Driver programme
helping us to realise our aims for the BRC in creating new talent and potential
champions. We will continue to work closely with Pirelli, and we look forward to
writing the next exciting chapter together.”

GREECE PLANS EXCITING ERC ROUND
The Acropolis Rally’s FIA European Rally Championship
counter is already proving a success, with 21 crews
signed up ahead of the closing date for entries at the
reduced fee.
Words: H&H / Picture: ERC Media.
With the ﬁnal closing date not until 12 March, several
more star performers are set to register, with Nasser Al-Attiyah
and Peugeot 208 T16 duo Kevin Abbring and Craig Breen
among those also committed to taking part.
Included on the provisional list of entries received
so far are ERC Round Two winner Esapekka Lappi, his factory
Skoda team-mate Sepp Wiegand, Polish champion Kajetan
Kajetanowicz (Ford Fiesta R5), top Czech trio Jaroslav Orsák,
Jaromír Tarabus and Antonín Tlusťák (all Fabia S2000s), plus

Peugeot 207 S2000-driving aces Robert Consani and Bruno
Magalhães.
The FIA ERC Production Car Cup has attracted several
rapid entrants including Martin Hudec, Vitaliy Pushkar and Tibor
Erdi, while Ekaterina Stratieva will chase ERC Ladies’ Trophy
honours in a Subaru Impreza N15. Meanwhile, ERC 2WD
champion Zoltán Bessenyey returns to championship duty in
his Honda Civic Type R and will face opposition from Romanian
duo Alex Filip (Renault Clio R3) and Simone Tempestini (Citroën
DS3 R3T).
The Acropolis Rally is based in Loutraki from 28 - 30
March and counts as Round Three of the all-action, 12-round
ERC season.

MEXICO BRINGS THE PARTY TO WRC
The 2014 WRC crews face a particularly challenging rally this
weekend when they tackle the Rally Mexico. This the first
of six consecutive gravel rallies and the third round of the
2014 calendar, crews will need to quickly re-acclimatise to
the feeling of gravel under the tyres of their rally machines
for this low-grip event. Apart from the fantastic stages, the
enthusiastic fans and the sweltering heat, what makes this
round of the WRC yet more demanding is its height above
sea level. Ranging from 1,832m to 2,781m above sea level,
the cars will be losing about 30 percent of their engine
power this weekend!
Words: H&H / Picture: M-Sport.

Power from the 1.6-litre turbo engines in the World Rally Cars is limited
by an air restrictor. The Sierra de Lobos and Sierra de Guanajuato mountains
encircles the rally with the cars having to climb up the passes. Engine computer
management will play a key role in the reducing the engine’s power loss, but also
decreasing reliability at the same time. Engineers will need to temper this to find
the optimum balance here this weekend, while the drivers will need to drive as
fast as possible in the thin air while clocking up zero mistakes too.
For the frontrunners, the Volkswagen crews of Jari-Matti Latvala and
Sebastien Ogier, playing road sweeper will be an even bigger disadvantage than
on previous events. As the thick layer of gravel is slowly cleared from the stages,
so the speeds increase. But, those “sweeping” the roads will lose valuable seconds
per kilometre opening the tracks for their rivals. Latvala will have his work cut out
for him to keep ahead of the chasing pack...
From the massively popular Guanajuato Street Stage (SS1) last night
where some 80,000 fans cheered for their favourite crews, the rally will tackle
the El Chocolate (44km) on today and the 54km-long Otates on Saturday with
the longest stage of the year, Guanajuatito’s 56km, on Sunday waiting to catch
weary drivers and co-drivers. The Rally Mexico will be a thrilling slice of WRC
awesomeness!

Top Ten after SS1:
01) S. Ogier/J. Ingrassia
Volkswagen Polo R WRC - 52.9s
02) O. Tanak/R. Molder
Ford Fiesta R5 + 0/3s
03) A. Mikkelsen/M. Markkula
Volkswagen Polo R WRC + 0.4s
04) K. Meeke/P. Nagle
Citroën DS3 WRC + 0.6s
05) J-M. Latvala/M. Anttila
Volkswagen Polo R WRC + 0.8s
06) T. Neuville/N. Gilsoul
Hyundai i20 WRC + 01.1s
07) M. Ostberg/J. Andersson
Citroën DS3 WRC + 01.3s
08) M. Hirvonen/J. Lehtinen
Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 01.4s
09) R. Kubica/M. Szczepaniak
Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 01.7s
10) L. Bertelli/M. Dotta
Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 02.3s

CLOSING SHOT

As much as we love snow and Winter rallies, this just feel
rights...
Picture: M-Sport.

